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January 26, 2024

Michael Chernew, Ph.D.
Chairman
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission
425 I Street, NW, Suite 701
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Dr. Chernew: 

The Blue BCBSA) appreciates the opportunity to submit comments in 
response to the discussion at MedPAC’s January public 

-based and locally operated Blue Cross and 
Blue S BCBS) – nearly 118 million 
people – in every ZIP code across all 50 states and Puerto Rico. BCBS Plans 

through Medicare, Medicaid, an employer, or purchase coverage on their own.
e, equitable coverage and high-quality care

strengthening — an immensely popular and growing 
-

more than 8 million total Medicare 4.6 
million people in MA, which represents more than people in Part D. 

— — choose MA because it delivers 
access to high-quality care. expanded 

drugs, -thirds all 

higher costs, support providers in delivering whole-person care and allow health plans to strengthen 
MA also plays an increasingly important role in serving

complex needs, including those who may be covered by both Medicare and Medicaid. 

1. . BCBSA strongly supports ensuring 

unintended 
consequences:   

750 9th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20001-4524
202.626.4800

www.BCBS.com
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MA product , and we  
these  ensure consumers can : 
 

  We recommend enhancing the Medicare Plan Finder to 

example, total  out- -  based on  health care needs. 
Consumers should be able to explore in the same way they 

 S plan 
users would give them  important coverage decisions 

themselves and their loved ones.  
 

 e . A 
standard  

the 
standard should be 

-sharing 
 

Commissioners 

 

2. - - . We recommend that 
 the new methodology that MedPAC proposes to use in 

- -service Medicare, including its 

 with pr  to peer review and replicate 
MedPAC’s results.  , we request  on: 
 
  BCBSA recommends that MedPAC provide clarity on 

 and how  are reconciled with 
that are based on plan’s claims experience and 

  



 

  We  
to its methodology  its MA data limit as 
surrounding . 

  BCBSA recommends that MedPAC provide   the 
methodologies used to produce its 2024  s, with on the 

v28 model to coding intensity impacts.   

s and concerns regarding the new methodology, we have noted that some 
in the media are mis
Medicare as an “overpayment.”  That is wrong. MA provides a comprehensive 

than original Medicare ility, 

 are not 

programs. 

are included below. 
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We analy  
, using the three -

B services presented at the September and January MedPAC 1.  

Comparing these cost-sharing levels to those in 
-SNP plans), we observed 

impacts : 

  million 
  in higher premiums 

or   
 

result in net 
-  

 , one or more ies, 

. 
 

 

  2

 

1 
 

 

 
Generosity) 

 
Generosity) 

 
Generosity) 

 

- - 4.3M (22.3%) $6,200 $4,900  4.0M (20.5%)

- 3.0M (15.4%) $225 4.9M (25.3%)

5.9M (30.4%) $295 $200 4.6M (24.0%)

 11.2M (57.9%) $40  $20 4.2M (21.6%)

13.5M (69.8%)    7.4M (38.6%)

 
1  

-
10 - -D-

-MA-Sept-  
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We have included an appendix that describes 
states with high or low average cost- . Consumers 
living in states without “average” cost-sharing today -sharing or 
premiums, or or plan choices were state cost-sharing variability to be eliminated. 

- -  the the 
 

 There is high variability between states’ average cost-sharing levels, which would lead to larger 
in some states.  

 plan choices 
 Generosity

 
 U ds, b and  would 

increases in  acute care as the current average copays in these 
states  copay.  

 hospital 
copays that are currently higher than the highest  hospital copays.  

 
 

 

 consider 
the A Care A ACA) exchanges.   Below, we share our 

 .  BCBS Plans serve 
more than 7.4 
p  

The current model used by CMS is most similar to  
presented at the MedPAC . 

, 
- . However, the ACA model the 

 MedPAC considered due to created by metal levels, product types and service 
areas. Moreover, -

model’s eliminate 
 and other . 

Based on  in the ACA, w
 : 

 .  
see their coverage disrupted and 
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need to  a new plan 2 For
.  S MA 

would 
.   

 
 are  CMS data on plan enrollment 

a  20%  enrollment.  
enrollment remains in non-
individual consumers’ needs.  

 -  -based arrangements generally have cost-

-  
 . With the current 

-standard  in the exchanges

-based care arrangements. As a result, issuers will 
be 
needs. 
 

   

At the 
 and FFS Medicare costs. This wa that the public had seen 

MedPAC plans changes  We 
request that MedPAC that it is credible and 

 me
. We encourage MedPAC to  

analysis.  
requests are below: 

1. 
on rebates. The 

tes can be reconciled with other 

 
 

 
2 - - -and- -care-
act-hhs- - - -and-payment-parameters- -2024  
 - -oep-plan-design-public-use-
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2. M
  BCBSA notes that these margins are not 

; instead, 

MedPAC’s margin analysis include: 

 
reports? 

 In 
 

  

 

lts can be 

 

enrollee expenditures will not regress to the FFS mean. It 
collected in the years before  
enrolling in MA. 

removing them lowers the FFS cost basis against which MA is evaluated.   

-established 

s 

addressed survivorship b . 

 to be in MedPAC’s modelling include: 

 - -

 
 

 
 

4. 
We would appreciate a 

more detailed 
We also 
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v24 and v28 should have been combined to produce a 
v  

We appreciate  to , insights and  which help to 
improve the Medicare program, as well as MedPAC’s willingness to 

. We delay any 
analysis has been completed on its payment comparisons between the MA and FFS programs, with 
greater methodological transparency industry partners. Further, we 
encourage the Commission to appropriately label any  to date on these topics as “preliminary 

,” given the ongoing analysis and c   

again   

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

 
CC: Paul Masi, Director, Medicare Payment Advisory Commission 
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• High variability between states
would lead to larger impacts of
standardization for states at the
extreme ends.

• Plan variation would be severely
limited in the states with the
highest MOOPs, if the “higher
generosity” plan options are
unaffordable.

California
$2,489

Nevada
$2,255

Florida
$3,432

New York
$7,165

Maryland
$7,265

New Jersey
$7,340

#

1 Nevada $2,255

2 California $2,489

3 Florida $3,432

4 Missouri $3,450

5 Illinois $3,534

46 West Virginia $6,688

47 Vermont $6,690

48 New York $7,165

49 Maryland $7,265

50 New Jersey $7,340

… … …

TOP- AND BOTTOM-FIVE STATES
BY AVERAGE MOOP

Source: CMS 2023 MA benefit plan data and CPSC enrol lment as of May 2023; l imited to members in local HMO/PPO non-SNP plans

MAXIMUM OUT-OF-POCKET LIMIT BY STATE
HIGH VARIABILITY BETWEEN STATES

3

• The average daily Inpatient copays
vary widely by state.

• Standardizing at copay levels higher
than the green-highlighted states
would result in hundreds of dollars
per stay in increased member cost
sharing.

TOP- AND BOTTOM -FIVE STATES
BY AVERAGE DAILY INPATIENT COPAY

Wyoming
$377

Florida
$198

Vermont
$418

Louisiana
$149

New
Hampshire

$397

#

1 Louisiana $149

2 California $194

3 Florida $198

4 Arizona $227

5 Pennsylvania $234

… … …

46 Washington $373

47 New York $376

48 Wyoming $377

49 New Hampshire $397

50 Vermont $418

Source: CMS 2023 MA benefit plan data and CPSC enrollment as of May 2023; limited to members in local HMO/PPO non -SNP plans

INPATIENT HOSPITAL COST SHARING BY LOCATION
HIGH VARIABILITY BETWEEN STATES

California
$194
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• The average OP Hospital copays
in states with the highest copays
are more than double those in
states with the lowest copays.

• Benefit standardization may cause
induced utilization in states with
the highest copays.

Nev ada
$134

Florida
$164

Montana
$338 Nebraska

$337 New
Hampshire

$344

#

1 Nevada $134

2 California $140

3 Florida $164

4 Louisiana $182

5 Arizona $216

… … …

46 Georgia $336

47 South Carolina $336

48 Nebraska $337

49 Montana $338

50 New Hampshire $344

TOP- AND BOTTOM -FIVE STATES
BY AVERAGE OP HOSPITAL COPAY

Source: CMS 2023 MA benefit plan data and CPSC enrollment as of May 2023; limited to members in local HMO/PPO non -SNP plans

California
$140

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL COST SHARING BY LOCATION
HIGH VARIABILITY BETWEEN STATES

5

• The average specialist copays vary
widely by state.

• Reducing specialist copays would
be costly for states with the highest
copays. This may lead to fewer
Package 2 and Package 3 plans in
those states, further reducing
member choice.

TOP- AND BOTTOM -FIVE STATES
BY AVERAGE SPECIALIST COPAY

#

1 California $10

2 Nevada $13

3 Florida $22

4 South Carolina $23

5 Arizona $24

… … …

46 Maryland $40

47 Wisconsin $40

48 Michigan $41

49 Montana $43

50 Connecticut $43

Nev ada
$13

Florida
$22

Montana
$43 Michigan

$41
Connecticut

$43

Source: CMS 2023 MA benefit plan data and CPSC enrollment as of May 2023; limited to members in local HMO/PPO non -SNP plans

California
$10

SPECIALIST PHYSICIAN COST SHARING BY LOCATION
HIGH VARIABILITY BETWEEN STATES
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• The left table shows the 10 states with
the lowest average cost sharing. Members
would likely see increased cost sharing
due to standardization.

• The right table shows the 10 states with
the highest average cost sharing. Members
would likely see supplemental benefit
degradation and/or premium increases
to cover the costs of standardization.

STATES W ITH GREATEST
AGGREGATE IMPACT FROM

STANDARDIZATION

#
1 California

2 Nevada

3 Florida

4 Arizona

5 Colorado

6 Illinois

7 Louisiana

8 Texas

9 Tennessee

10 Missouri

#
41 Massachusetts

42 Hawaii

43 West Virginia

44 Wyoming

45 Washington

46 Montana

47 Vermont

48 Connecticut

49 New York

50 New Hampshire

Source: CMS 2023 MA benefit plan data and CPSC enrollment as of May 2023; limited to members in local HMO/PPO non -SNP plans

COMPOSITE IMPACT OF STANDARDIZED
COST SHARING BY STATE
COMBINED MOOP, INPATIENT, OUTPATIENT, AND SPECIALIST COST SHARE IMPACTS


